CHARACTER HONING

If you need help understanding GMC, read 

1. Characteristics
Name

________________________________________

Age

________________________________________

Occupation

________________________________________

Physical description

________________________________________

________________________________________

2. External GMC sentence
“MC wants (External Goal) because (External Motivation) but (External Conflict).”

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________
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3. What is THIS CHARACTER’s biggest flaw? What aspect of his/her personality cause him/her to have the most conflict? (ex: blind loyalty, short temper, ignorance)

4. **Internal GMC sentence**
   “MC wants (Internal Goal) because (Internal Motivation) but (Internal Conflict).”

5. If you think of any specific solutions for meeting your desired character, then jot them down here. For example, if you want to make your love interest softer, you might want make a note here: *in bridge scene, make sure he is not so rough!*